ACT, Turnitin and Calibrand join forces for online
assignment submission
The Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT), the world’s leading
professional body for treasury, has taken the next step with their online
assessment delivery strategy for their core qualification – the Diploma in
Treasury Management: Digital Student Assignments!
The new functionality allows ACT’s students to download their assignment
briefs and submit their assignments online using Calibrandtest. Once
submitted, the real benefits to ACT start to shine through:





Systems integration
Unoriginal content detected and clearly highlighted
Streamlined marking
Faster results turnaround

Calibrandtest links directly to Turnitin using Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)
to detect and clearly highlight unoriginal content. ACT’s assessors are
provided with actionable information to help check for plagiarism and
evaluate the use of sources on each submitted assignment, giving greater
peace of mind that this is the student’s own work. Once analysed, the
streamlining of the assignment process is completed by assessors using
calibrandmarker for a clean and consistent marking process.
Commenting on the announcement, ACT Director of Learning and
Professional Standards, Vanessa Harwood-Whitcher said:
“This latest step marks the continued commitment from ACT to deliver and
mark all forms of assessment online and keeps us at the forefront as the
leading professional body for treasury.
The simplicity of the interaction between the calibrand and Turnitin systems
allows us to easily check for potential plagiarism and mark with a consistent
approach”
Managing Director of Calibrand, Denis Saunders, said:
“This is a great step for ACT and has proved yet again the synergies and
great benefits for achieving interaction between the right systems.”
ENDS

About Calibrand
Calibrand, the currency for talent®, specialises in providing e-assessment
solutions that assess, monitor, measure, benchmark, track and test people
during periods of employment and training. We have delivered over 9 million
online assessments covering multiple-choice, essay, case-study and portfolio
based solutions. We have particular strength in the financial sector working
with banks, insurance companies and awarding bodies to provide
qualifications, competency assurance, certifications and licenses on a global
basis.
About ACT
The Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT) sets the global benchmark for
treasury excellence. As the chartered professional body for treasury, we lead
the profession through our internationally-recognised suite of treasury
qualifications, by defining standards and championing continuous
professional development. The ACT enables and supports treasury
professionals throughout their careers by:
 providing clear treasury leadership and a trusted dynamic global
network of experts
 raising the profile of the profession, growing its influence and
championing its success
 having high-level real economy influence with policy makers and
regulators
About Turnitin
Turnitin is revolutionising the experience of writing to learn. Turnitin’s formative
feedback and originality checking services promote critical thinking; ensure
academic integrity and help students improve their writing. Turnitin provides
instructors with the tools to engage students in the writing process, provide
personalized feedback, and assess student progress over time. Turnitin's
applications are used by more than 30 million students at 15,000 institutions in
140 countries. Backed by Insight Venture Partners, GIC, Norwest Venture
Partners, Lead Edge Capital and Georgian Partners, Turnitin is headquartered
in Oakland, Calif., with international offices in Newcastle, U.K., Utrecht,
Netherlands and Melbourne, Australia.
For more information please contact tim.winfield@calibrand.com

